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Abstract— Modern households are now becoming more 

automated thereby delivering convenience and reducing 

time spent on house chores. While vacuum cleaners have 

made home cleaning more easier, they are largely noisy and 

bulky for everyday use. It is therefore it is absolutely 

necessary to improve the technology of vacuum cleaning to 

reduce these deficiencies. Here, we report the development 

of a compact and efficient vacuum cleaner robot for 

potential offices and home use. The developed robot is disk- 

shaped, equipped with vacuuming and cleaning technology 

and controlled by Arduino Uno micro- controller. It sucks 

dirt via a retractable dustbin on top of which a cooling fan is 

mounted, and two sweepers, and a front caster wheel which 

also governs its turning. Ultrasonic sensor detects obstacles 

and subsequently help the robot navigate its 12 cm wide and 

9 cm tall making it easy for manoeuvring its environment. 

Because of the light weight battery and cardboard based 

dustbin. With this capability, the device will be deployed for 

office and home. 

Keywords: IoT, Machine Learning, Ultrasonic Sensor, 

Intelligent Robotic Vacuum, Motors 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A very notable household chore is floor cleaning which is 

often considered as unpleasant, difficult, awkward and 

boring. In most cases, cleaners are hired to do the task rather 

than the household residents do it. The discomfort posed by 

this recur- rent chore necessitated development of a vacuum 

that would assist human with such a task [1]. A vacuum 

cleaners electromechanical appliance commonly used for 

cleaning floors, furniture, rugs and carpets by suction. An 

electric motor, motor inside the appliance turns a fan which 

creates a partial vacuum and causes outside air to rush into 

the evacuated space. It try to force any dirt or dust near the 

nozzle into a bag. Squeaky cleaner calculates the optimal 

cleaning path as it cleans and determines when to use its 

various cleaning behaviours. The Intelligent Squeaky 

Cleanser is a robot that cleans floors differently than the 

way most of the people clean their floors. Robotic Vacuum 

uses its robot intelligence to efficiently clean the whole 

floor, under and around furniture and along walls .Current 

vacuum cleaners, although efficient, are rather bulky and 

therefore require large manpower for proper functionality. 

The earlier known cleaners are those of Daniel Hess of Iowa 

(in 1860) and Ives W. McGaffey of Chicago (in 

1868).While the former used bellows to generate suction 

and gathered dust with a rotating brush ,the latter worked 

with a belt driven by hand-cranked ,more efficient sweepers 

equipped and attached with limited suction power were 

developed. Some prominent brands are in Roomba, Neato 

and bobs weep [1]. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Background 

Robotic vacuum cleaners have taken major attention in 

robotics research due to their effectiveness in assisting 

humans in floor cleaning applications at homes, hotels, 

restaurants, offices, hospitals, workshops, warehouses and 

universities etc. Robotic vacuum cleaners are distinguished 

on their cleaning expertise like floor mopping, dry vacuum 

cleaning etc. Some products are supported simple obstacle 

avoidance using infrared sensors while some utilize laser 

mapping technique. Each cleaning and operating mechanism 

of robotic floor cleaners has its own advantages and 

drawbacks. New generation robots utilizing laser mapping 

are relatively faster and less time consuming and energy 

efficient but more costly, while obstacle avoidance based 

robots are relatively more time consuming and fewer energy 

efficient thanks to random cleaning but less expensive[2]. 

Countries like India are way back in manufacturing robotic 

cleaners. Importing them from abroad increases their costs. 

The most objective of this work is to supply a considerable 

solution to the matter of producing robotic cleaner utilizing 

local resources while keeping it low costs. The first Roomba 

was thirteen inches in diameter and roughly four inches 

high. The Roomba used an outsized bumper mounted on the 

front of the unit to detect any walls or objects in its path. 

The robot was equipped with infrared sensors on the highest 

front center. It also used a virtual wall that transmitted 

infrared to the unit so it doesn't plan to clean other rooms 

and obtain lost. The primary prototype consisted of three 

settings. The settings consisted of setting an area size, small, 

medium and enormous. 

Roomba‘s first feature at the time was the power to 

detect whether or not there was enough power for it to wash 

the space size you chose. However as technology has gotten 

more sophisticated so has the Roomba. The Roomba can 

detect room sizes without a user input this is one of the 

benefit. The primary Roomba operated on internal nickel 

metal hydride batteries that required being recharged 

regularly from a wall socket. The most recent generations of 

Roomba‘s now have self-charging features. The Roomba 

can takes about six to eight hours to recharge itself. IRobot 

offers a quick recharging pack which may recharge in 3 

hours at the worth of $60. The newer generations Roomba‘s 

are virtually completely automated. The user has got to just 

place the Roomba on the ground and choose clean, spot, or 

max. The clean button will clean an area. Spot clean will 

clean a neighborhood. Max will clean until the battery runs 

out [2]. The Roomba also now has an automatic scheduler 

accessory. Electrolux Trilobite and Samsung‘s robots now 

have the power to map rooms they're cleaning. Roomba, 

unlike Electrolux Trilobite, relies on simple algorithms like 

spiral cleaning. An MIT researcher and iRobot CTO Rodney 

Brooks There is a philosophy that say robots should be like 

insects, equipped with simple control mechanisms tuned to 
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their environments. The result's that although Roombas are 

effective at cleaning rooms, they take several times as long 

to try to the work as an individual would, usually covering 

some areas repeatedly and other just one occasion or 

occasionally not in the least . New robotics offers numerous 

possibilities for creating human life more pleasant, but it 

also raises countless difficult societal and ethical issues. The 

talk on the appliance of robotics to distant battlegrounds is 

extremely current, while the appliance of care robots is 

simply appearing on the horizon. Prompted by the arrival of 

latest robotics, the Rathenau Institution call at 2011 and 

2012 investigated the social meaning of robotics for the 

years to return in Europe and therefore the US by studying 

robotics developments in five application domains: the 

house, health care, traffic, the police, and therefore the 

army. For this study, a comprehensive literature review was 

administered with the goal of selecting the foremost relevant 

articles on the robots of the five application domains and 

thus the related ethics. For every application domain, we 

present the most ethical issues and therefore the most 

relevant findings obtained from the literature, with the main 

target on the subsequent four central questions: 

1) What's possible immediately in terms of latest robotic 

technologies, and what's expected to become possible 

within the medium and long term? 

2) What ethical questions does the new robotics raise 

within the shorter and longer terms? 

3) What regulatory issues are raised by these ethical 

issues? In other words, what points should be publicly 

discussed or placed on the agenda by politicians and 

policymakers? 

4) What ethical work makes the robotic vacuum worth the 

efforts? In other words what stuffs should be publicly 

perform that makes it worthy [3]. 

B. Advantages 

Unlike many electronic gadgets, Roomba is amazingly 

simple to use. Once its onboard battery is fully charged, you 

merely press the large, green, illuminated CLEAN button 

and off it goes. That's it! If you have a house without too 

much clutter on the floors and plenty of space around your 

chairs and sofas, Roomba should (in theory) clean 

everywhere without any help at all. It's much lower than a 

conventional vacuum and can easily creep under tables and 

chairs. It's fairly compact and much lighter to carry around 

your home (from the ground floor to the upstairs) than 

something like a big and clumsy Dyson, so it's likely to be a 

hit with elderly people who find large vacuums too heavy to 

handle. You can safely leave a Roomba to vacuum the upper 

floors of your house without worrying about it falling down 

the stairs: it will clean right up to the edge of a step without 

falling over. Following are the advantages: 

1) Robotic vacuum cleansers clean without human 

interference. 

2) You can clean your homes when you are away from 

home. 

3) Perform best on hard floors. 

4) Can clean underneath of furniture. 

5) Robotic vacuum cleaners save time. 

6) Require only weekly maintenance. 

C. Disadvantages 

1) Robotic vacuum cleansers cannot clean stairs. 

2) Too expensive in India. It costs approximately 20,000 

rupees to 50000 rupees. 

3) You could not use robotic vacuum cleaner to vacuum 

sofa, bed or curtains. 

4) Size of IRobot Roomba is large. 

5) Expensive compared to other models like canisters, 

upright, handheld. 

6) Can easily stuck up in the clutter of wires and threads if 

any. 

7) Long time of cleaning as it is automated. 

8) Perform average on soft floors and carpets. 

9) Robotic vacuum cleaners have short battery life. 

III. RELATED WORK 

ISC Corporation, describe their creation as a "vacuum 

cleaning robot"—and that's a fair and accurate description. 

Just like the economic robots that weld cars in factories, it 

follows a series of preprogrammed instructions, but it also 

uses a particular amount of built-in "intelligence" to figure 

out what it needs to do and how it needs to do it. There are 

tons of models of robotic vacuums available today, and that 

they home in price from $50 all the high to $1,800. These 

vacuuming robots are typically low-slung and compact, 

meaning they will get under furniture that a daily upright 

vacuum can't [4]. 

Most manufacturers will tell you that a robotic 

vacuum is supposed to supplement a typical, human-pushed 

vacuum, not replace it. They're meant to perform daily or 

weekly touch-ups to stay your home cleaner in between 

regular vacuuming cycles. Still, if you're someone who 

never vacuums within the first place, a touch robotic helper 

can certainly get your floor cleaner than it's immediately, 

and you hardly have to lift a finger. New robotic technology 

is driven by two long-term engineering ambitions. Firstly, 

there is the engineering dream of building machines that can 

move and act autonomously in complex and unstructured 

environments. Secondly, there is the dream of building 

machines that are capable of social behaviour and have the 

capacity for moral decision making. The notion that this 

may be technologically possible within a few decades is 

referred to as the ‗strong AI‘ view (AI: artificial 

intelligence). It is highly doubtful that this will indeed 

happen. At the same time, the ‗strong AI‘ view prevails in 

the media and is highly influential in the formulation and 

public financing of IT research. It is beyond dispute that this 

technology will strongly influence the varied practices 

researched. This also puts many societal and politically 

sensitive issues on the political and public agenda. For 

example, consistent with Peter Singer, the robotisation of 

the military is ‗the biggest revolution within the soldiers 

since the atom bomb‘. 

The robotisation of cars, too, appears to possess 

begun causing large technological and cultural changes 

within the field of mobility. Netherlands Organisation for 

Applied research project (TNO) describes the introduction 

of car robots as a ―gradual revolutionary development‖. 

Through robots, the police may enjoy an expansion of the 

present range of applications for surveillance technologies 
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[4]. Home automation and robotics make tele-care possible 

and can transform health care practice over the approaching 

years. Finally, we point to the very fact that over the past 

years, ‗simple‘ robotics technologies have given the show 

business a replacement face: consider Wii or Kinect. We 

will continue to be presented with such technological 

gadgets in the coming period.By far the most popular 

robotic vacuum in the United States is iRobot's Roomba, 

which comes in various models ranging from the base-

model Roomba Red to the super high-tech Roomba 

Scheduler. How Stuff Works has a Roomba Red ($150 

MSRP). 

A. Random Bounce 

Watch ISC for a short time (it's hard not to) and you might 

think it's following a completely random pattern. Most of 

the time it is! According to one of iRobot's original patents 

for the Roomba, the optimum way for a robot to clean a 

room is to use a combination of two main patterns: "wall 

following" (where it moves around the walls of your room, 

using its side-mounted, flailing brush to clean right into 

corners) and "random bounce" (where it cleans until it hits 

an obstacle, then moves off again in a random direction) [5]. 

ISC seems to use several different cleaning modes, 

including sweeping across an area at speed to wash large 

areas, spiraling outward to hide larger spaces, and 

repeatedly retracing over areas that are particularly dirty 

(there's a flash of ISC bright blue "dirt detect" light to let 

you know when this happens) 

B. Onboard Sensors 

Just as humans use our five senses to interact with the earth, 

so ISC has various onboard sensors to help it determine 

what it can about your room. Mounted on top of ISC, at the 

very front, there's a prominent infrared beam and photocell 

sensor. Immediately underneath, there is a plastic front 

bumper with a built-in touch sensor. The infrared beam 

detects walls and obstacles so ISC slows down when it gets 

near them. The touch-sensitive bumper stops ISC when it 

actually hits things. There are infrared sensors and 

Ultrasonic sensors mounted underneath and pointing straight 

downward, so ISC can detect what it calls "cliffs" (stairs and 

steep drops). If it feels its brushes might tangle au courant 

tassels or cables, it stops them rotating immediately and 

drives itself to safety. 

Some ISC accompany little standalone beacons 

called Virtual Wall, which are like flashlights that send 

invisible, infrared beams. Use them in lighthouse mode and 

that they help ISC understand where one room ends and 

another begins, so it can clean one room properly before 

moving to the next; use them in "virtual wall" mode and you 

will acknowledged barriers the robot isn't allowed to 

cross[6]. Frankly, it's easier just to shut doors and put down 

books or brushes to pen your ISC into certain areas—but 

possibly not the utmost amount fun! 

C. Mapping 

The ISC cleaned almost entirely randomly: contrary to what 

you might think, they didn't build "mental maps" of your 

rooms or your home. That's why cleaning took goodbye and 

was a touch haphazard. Newer versions have moved far 

away from random cleaning to a way more intelligent 

approach called VSLAM (Vision Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping). They use onboard infrared cameras to require 

snapshots of your room, gradually build up an image in 

order that they know where they go and where they have 

been. That means they will clean more quickly (one study 

by ISC's engineers found map-building cut cleaning time by 

about 20 percent) and thoroughly—and, unlike original ISC, 

move in additional confident straight lines (like a person's 

cleaner would vacuum)[7]. It also means they will stop 

vacuuming when the battery is low, nip to the charger for a 

couple of hours, then devour where they left off when 

they've refilled with juice! Mapping: it not only maps your 

home but remembers the layout of your rooms from one 

cleaning session to the next, so future sessions can be 

planned even more efficiently. 

D. Wireless Connectivity 

The ISC also offer handy Wi-Fi connectivity, which means 

you can program them from your smartphone or tablet with 

a simple app—even when you're away from  home. I've 

colored and simplified it so it's a little easier to understand. 

Here we're looking down on the top of the ISC, with the dirt 

bin toward the bottom and the infrared detector at the top. 

1) Obstacle detection bumper at the front. 

2) Infrared detector for communicating with lighthouses 

and docking station. 

3) Wheel drop sensor. 

4) Lithium metal-hydride rechargeable battery pack (14.4 

volts and 3600mAH). This isn't normally visible—and 

you've got to get rid of several screws on the case if you 

opt to exchange it. 

5) "Knobby" treaded wheels provide extra traction on 

smooth floors and help to prevent tufts from carpets and 

rugs snagging in the wheels. 

6) Wheel sub-assembly. 

7) Electric motor drives right wheel. 

8) Electric motor powers vacuum. 

9) Handle for removable dust bin. 

10) Electric motor drives left wheel. 

11) Wheel sub-assembly. 

12) Self-contained brush mechanism. 

13) Electric motor powers brushes 

IV. RESEARCH 

―Intelligent Squeaky Cleanser‖ is a series of autonomous 

robotic vacuum cleaners. It features a set of sensors that 

enable it to navigate the floor area of a home and clean it. 

For instance, its sensors can detect the presence of obstacles, 

detect dirty spots on the floor, and sense steep drops to keep 

it from falling down stairs. It uses two independently 

operating side wheels that allow 360° turns in place [8]. 

Studying domestic robots is timely, given globally 

rising adoption, and the increasing popularity of Squeaky 

Cleanser itself as evidenced by the media. Beyond rising 

numbers though, media reports also suggest that folks 

engage during a sort of practices with robots. For example, 

an online video recently posted is called ―Intelligent 

Squeaky Cleanser‖. This story et al. love it, reminded us of 

narratives (in books, films and comics) that have long 
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existed that portray robots as partners in our lives. As robots 

enter homes, now are the right time to understand how 

householders adopt them and form intimate relationships. 

The military sector and the car industry are particularly 

strong drivers behind the development of this new 

information technology. In fact they have always been so. 

The car industry took the lead with the introduction 

of the economic robot also like the robotisation of cars. The 

military, especially within us, stood at the forefront of AI 

development, and now AI is driven by computers and 

therefore the Internet. More precisely, robotics makes use of 

the prevailing ICT infrastructure and also implies a 

continued technological evolution of those networks [8]. 

Through robotics, the web has gained, because it were, 

‗senses and hands and feet‘. This new robot is cannot 

became usually a self-sufficient system. In order to know 

the chances and impossibilities of the new robotics, it's 

therefore important to understand that robots are usually 

supported by a network of data technologies, such as the 

web, and thus are often presented as networked robots. 

This Cleanser also provides several different 

features, such as tangle-free brushes, separate sweep 

canister, a more powerful vacuum, obstacle avoidance. 

Intelligent Squeaky Cleanser systematically covers all floor 

area, move from room to room. 

Intelligent Squeaky Cleanser is a robot that cleans 

floors differently than the way most people clean their 

floors. Robotic Vacuum uses its robot intelligence to 

efficiently clean the entire floor, under and around furniture 

and along walls. 

Squeaky cleaner calculates the optimal cleaning path as it 

cleans and determines when to use its various cleaning 

behaviors: 

A. Spiralling 

Robotic vacuum uses a spiral motion to clean a concentrated 

area. 

B. Wall Following 

Uses this system to wash the complete perimeter of the 

space and navigate around furniture and obstacles. 

C. Room Crossing 

Robotic vacuum crisscrossed the room to ensure full 

cleaning coverage. 

D. Dirt Detection (Selected Models) 

When Squeaky cleanser senses dirt, the blue Dirt Detect 

light is lit and it cleans more intensely in that area. 

In our busy and, oftentimes, overwhelming world, 

the majority of consumers are charged with the task of 

raising families, building a career, and maintaining an active 

social life. These daily activities, obviously, take precedence 

over cleaning, which in turn creates a pressing need for a 

quick and convenient way to vacuum [9]. 

V. METHODOLOGY 

A. Process Flow 

There are many existing system which has proposed their 

solution [10]. Here is the process flow of one of the system 

which uses the camera and uses the image processing 

method but this system uses cameras installed at the signals. 

 
Fig. 1: 

B. Functionality 

Once your robot is connected to your home Bluetooth 

network through the Intelligent Squeaky Cleanser Home 

App it provides you control of robot and access to features 

such as settings and cleaning preferences. The app also aids 

with maintenance and troubleshooting as needed. 

C. Inter-Operability 

Robotic vacuum can be setup at any environment, Squeaky 

cleanser is quite compatible through all infrastructure and it 

is an open source robotic vacuum [11]. 

D. Performance 

It performed exceptionally well in our cleaning tests, 

removing 99% of all debris across 3 different floor types. 

New Square Front is designed to help improve cleaning in 

corners / edges. Sensors and cameras ensure great 

navigation. 

E. Scalability 

Robotic vacuum cleaners are scalable in nature, as it can 

clean all dirt from pebbles to small stones. In future if we 

need to add more functionality in the cleaner we can add 

easily. 

F. Stress 

The maximum stress of material can stand before it breaks is 

called the breaking stress or ultimate tensile stress. So the 

stress of ISC totally depends on how user use it, it cannot 

bear the weight of human beings, you cannot stand on it 

[12]. 

G. Load & Stability 

Intelligent vacuum can load and do cleaning up to 2 hours 

continuously with a great stability. 

H. Reliability 

Good suction, great performance, 90-minute runtime, 

Virtual Wall Barrier included, Bluetooth connectivity this 

are some properties of ISC which make it reliable. 

I. Regulatory & Compliance 

Intelligent Squeaky Cleanser meets the requirements of 

customers and does all the households cleaning without 

human intervention and reduces their efforts [12]. 
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Fig. 2: 

VI. RESULT 

Intelligent Squeaky Cleanser as a vacuum eliminates the 

need to stand, walk, and bend over for extended periods of 

time. 

Robotic vacuums are also great for elderly 

individuals who may be suffering from arthritis or joint 

pain. Many of these vacuums can be preset to clean when 

needed, and they typically require very little maintenance 

[13]. 

In our busy and, oftentimes, overwhelming world, 

the majority of consumers are charged with the task of 

raising families, building a career, and maintaining an active 

social life. These daily activities, obviously, take precedence 

over cleaning, which in turn creates a pressing need for a 

quick and convenient way to vacuum. 

Since robotic vacuums can clean on their own 

without any supervision, they can save you an astonishing 

amount of time. This is the perfect vacuum cleaner for all 

the busy folks. Because you don‘t have to oversee these 

devices, you can turn them on before you leave the house. It 

is focused on studying the existing system of Intelligent 

Robotic vacuum. This will also produce: 

1) Less effort and less Labour intensive. 

2) Increasing number of efforts or works as individuals 

will find it easier and more convenient to refresh the 

dirty place. 

The result is that although Robotic vacuum are 

effective at cleaning rooms, they take several times longer to 

do the job than a human would. The Cleanser may cover 

some areas many times, and other areas only once or twice. 

The virtual wall accessories project beams, which this 

vacuum will not cross. Together with a computing platform 

like a netbook or handheld device with wireless networking, 

it can be remotely controlled through a network [14]. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

As we studied above, The Intelligent Squeaky vacuum 

thoroughly cleans all surfaces at the push of a button. It is 

super convenient, it'll clean for you whenever you would 

like, wherever you'll be. Plus, at only 3.6 inches tall it can 

easily work its way under most furniture, kickboards and 

beds to soak up dirt in hard to succeed in places. If you 

dislike basic cleaning or don‘t have time to hire a house help 

to clean your floors then it is an ideal choice for everyone. 

Fortunately, the convenience that the Intelligent Squeaky 

Cleanser offers comes at a very low price, making it one of 

the less costly robotic vacuum cleaners in the market today. 

It is worth shelling out so much for a robotic vacuum 

cleaner which really depends on your lifestyle and 

individual needs. Personally what we feel that intelligent 

robotic vacuum cleaners today are still some ways from 

being an immediate replacement permanently old manual 

human labor, especially if you're meticulous about 

cleanliness. On the other hand, if you abhor doing chores or 

if you are lax about cleanliness around the home, you might 

be able to get by with just a robotic vacuum cleaner doing 

the work for you. If that is the case, it is worth investing in 

the Intelligent Squeaky Cleanser as it is the most capable 

model and perfect. 
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